CYBERSECURITY
GOVERNANCE
IDENTITY
Protecting Mission Assets

Securing
your mission
operations for success.
Cybersecurity has become synonymous with
checking boxes and hindering productivity. We
don’t see it that way.
Our industry experts are able to take policy,
directives, best-practices, and threat intelligence
and synthesize it into a unique solution for your
agency.

We take pride in our capability to deliver
cross-functional teams to federal agencies.
Constantly changing threats and technology
landscapes are met by our unparalleled subject
matter expertise. We have experience across all
domains of Cybersecurity, including Information
Assurance, Incident Response, ICAM, Vulnerability
Management, Penetration Testing, and Security
Engineering.

www.inquisitllc.com

OUR APPROACH

RESULTS

RISK-ORIENTED EXPERTISE
Between balancing user needs and effective
controls, cybersecurity can feel like a tug-of-war.
Let’s cut the rope. We focus on bridging policy
and operations, distilling the latest directives and
risks into actionable measures, and providing
assurance to your senior leadership that the right
steps
were
taken
to
keep
the
“black-suits-with-suitcases” from knocking on your
door.

FISMA Maturity L4

We were able to achieve FISMA Maturity
Model Level 4 in FY19, a 2-level increase over
one year on contract.

OPERATIONALLY FOCUSED
We believe that cybersecurity teams are NOT the
‘cyber-police’, but rather key enablers for your organization.
Our corporate culture emphasizes knowledgeable SMEs
which work up-stream with federal agencies, collaborate with
functional teams, and enable CIOs to get where they want to
go rather than resist the current. Our mission is to help you
safely and successfully achieve IT Modernization.

$480K Savings

Implemented and integrated SEIM
tools to all for automatic defenses and
incident response, saving more than
$480,000 in associated costs.

99.6%

PIV Compliance Metrics

DATA TO INTELLIGENCE
It is well-known that Cybersecurity is among one of the most
difficult functional areas to derive measurable progress. With
knowledge and subject-matter expertise unlike any other, we come to
your agency on day one ready to apply metrics, dashboards, and
reporting that are pre-vetted and effective. We work with you to identify
the most critical data points and get you the data you need, when you
need it to report up the chain.

AGENCY CHALLENGES
Agencies are working overtime to balance response to foreign and
domestic threat actors, compliance with the latest policies and
operational directives, and hardening legacy technologies for
resilience against modern threats.
The expansion of cloud services stretches the perimeter for most
organizations, which could spell disaster at the loss of a single set
of credentials.
Many teams are lacking the right cross-functional skill sets
which are capable of translating policy into operational
capabilities.
Applying legacy Defense-in-Depth principles can be a
challenge for the latest technologies and cause visibility
issues into your network.

Our support for ICAM
initiatives has delivered an
exceptional 99.6% PIV
compliance metrics.

96%

Security Scores
Increased agency
vulnerability security
posture scores by over
96% while driving
scanning times down by
68%.

100%

Delivery of ATOs
On Schedule

Our unique and agile approach
to program management has
successfully delivered 100% of
ATOs on schedule and without issue.

